Differential regulation of the human insulin gene transcription by GG1 and GG2 elements with GG- and C1-binding factors.
Using a human growth hormone reporter system, the introduced mutations in GG1 alone or both GG elements of GG1 and GG2 in the human insulin promoter abolished 94 or 96% of the beta-cell-specific transcriptional activity in a pancreatic islet beta-cell line of MIN6, while the mutations in GG2 or its total deletion abolished 85 or 86% of the transcriptional activity. When linked to the thymidine kinase promoter, mutations in GG1 or both GG elements abolished 74% of the transcriptional activity in MIN6 cells, while the mutations in GG2 or its total deletion abolished 55 or 54%. In the electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA), one nuclear factor was shown to interact with two GG elements, and another C1-binding factor with GG1 and C1. The differential effects of deletions or selective mutations in the GG2 or GG1 sequence in the oligonucleotide probes on the binding activity of GG- or C1-binding factors in EMSA proved the requirement of both GG1 and GG2 or both GG1 and C1, respectively, for the transaction of these two factors. The molecular size of the GG-binding factor was estimated about 30 kDa. Based on these, we conclude that two GG elements contribute, with GG1 more critically than GG2, to the beta-cell-specific transcription of the human insulin gene through transaction with the GG- and C1-binding factors.